Abstract. We state a new sampling lemma and use it to improve the running time of dynamic graph algorithms. For the dynamic connectivity problem the previously best randomized algorithm takes expected time O(log 3 n) per update, amortized over (m) updates. Using the new sampling lemma, we improve its running time to O(log 2 n). There exists a lower bound in the cell probe model for the time per operation of (log n= log log n) for this problem.
Introduction
In this paper we present a new sampling lemma, and use it to improve the running times of various dynamic graph algorithms.
We consider the following type of problem: Let S be a set with a subset R S. Membership in R may be e ciently tested. For a given parameter r > 1, either (i) nd an element of R, or (ii) guarantee with high probability that the ratio jRj=jSj is at most 1=r, i.e. that rjRj jSj. This problem arises in the fastest dynamic graph algorithms for various graph problems (connectivity, two-edge connectivity, k-weight minimum spanning tree, (1 + 0 )-approximate minimum spanning tree, and bipartiteness-testing) 6] . No deterministic algorithm of time less than (jSj) is possible. In 6] they address the problem by sampling O(r logjSj) from S, returning any element found from R. This is hence a Monte-Carlo type algorithm, running in time (r log jSj), whose type (ii) answer is wrong with probability 1=s (1) . In this paper we give a randomized Monte-Carlo type algorithm that requires only O(r) random samples of S. To be precise we will show the following lemma. Lemma 1. Let R be a subset of a set S, and let r; c 2 IR >1 . Set s = jSj. Then there is an algorithm with one of two outcomes:
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(i) It returns an element from R after having sampled an expected number of O(r) random elements from S and having tested them for membership of R.
(ii) Having sampled and tested O(s=c) random elements from S, it states that jRj=jSj > 1=r with probability < exp(?s=rc).
The signi cance of the lemma is for s=c r. Note that the bounds in (i) and (ii) are assymptotically optimal. Trivially this is true for (i). For (ii), note that if x elements from S are sampled randomly and no element of R is found, then the probability that jRj=jSj > 1=r is approximately exp(?x=r). Thus, picking O(s=c) random elements is asymptotically optimal for achieving a bound of exp(?s=rc) on the probability. In this paper we improve the complexities of the following graph properties: connectivity, two-edge connectivity, k-weight minimum spanning tree, (1 + 0 )-approximate minimum spanning tree, and bipartiteness-testing.
Previous Work
Dynamic graph algorithms are compared using the (amortized or worst-case) time per operation. The best deterministic algorithms for the above graph properties take time O( p n) per update operation and O(1) or O(log n) per query 3, 4]. Recently 6], Henzinger and King gave algorithms with polylogarithmic amortized time per operation using (Las-Vegas type) randomization. Their algorithms achieve the following running times:
1. O(log 3 n) to maintain a spanning tree in a graph (the connectivity problem; 2. O(log 4. O(log 3 n log U= 0 ) to maintain a spanning tree whose weight is a (1 + 0 ) approximation of the weight of the minimum spanning tree, where U is the maximum weight in the graph (the (1 + 0 )-approximate minimum spanning tree problem); 5. O(log 3 n) to test if the graph is bipartite (the bipartiteness-testing problem). Fredman and Henzinger showed lower bounds of (log n= loglog n) in the cell probe model for the rst four of these problems 5] (see also 8]).
New Results
With our new sampling technique, we get the following improved running times:
1. O(log 2 n) for connectivity; 2. O(log 3 n) for 2-edge connectivity; 3. O(k log 2 n) for the k-weight minimum spanning tree problem; 4. O(log 2 n(log U)= 0 ) for the (1+ 0 ) approximate minimumspanning tree problem, where U is the maximum weight in the graph; 5. O(log 2 n) for bipartiteness testing.
2 Improved sampling in dynamic graph algorithms Our improvements are achieved by locally improving a certain bottleneck in the approach by Henzinger and King 6], henceforth referred to as the HK-approach. Rather than repeating their whole construction, we will con ne ourselves to a reasonably self-contained description of this bottleneck. Our techniques for the bottleneck are of a general avor and we expect them to be applicable in other contexts.
Let T be a spanning tree of some graph G = (V; E). In the HK-approach, G is only one of many sub-graphs of the real graph. If some tree edge e is removed from T, we get two sub-trees T 1 ; T 2 . Consider the cut C e of non-tree edges with end-points in both T 1 and T 2 . Any cut edge f 2 C e can replace e in the sense that T ffg n feg is a spanning tree of G. Our general goal is to nd such a cut edge f. Alternatively it is acceptable to discover that the cut C e is sparse as de ned below.
For each vertex v 2 T, we have the set N(v) of non-tree edges incident to T. Let w(v) = jN(v)j. For any sub-tree U of T, set N(U) = S v2V (U ) N(v) and w(U) = P v2V (U ) w(v). Note that w(U) may be bigger than jN(U)j because edges with both end-point in U are counted twice. Assume that T 1 contains no more nodes than T 2 . We say that the cut C e is sparse if 8 log 2 njC e j < w(T 1 ).
Otherwise C e is said to be dense. If the cut is sparse, a cost of O(w(T 1 )) may be attributed other operations due to an amortization in the HK-approach.
We store all edges of N(T 1 ) in the leaves of a balanced search tree. This allows us to pick in time O(logn) a random edge from N(T 1 ) (edges with both endpoints in T 1 are picked with twice the probability of edges with one end-point in T 1 ) and check if its other end-point is in T 2 . This is the desired approach for dense cuts. Alternatively, in time O(w(T 1 )), we may scan all of N(T 1 ), identifying all the edges in C e . This is the desired approach for sparse cuts where the O(w(T 1 )) is paid for via amortization. Unfortunately, we do not know in advance whether C e is sparse or dense.
In the HT-approach, in time O(log 3 n), they sample 16 log 2 2 n random edges from N(T 1 ). If the sampling successfully nds an edge from C e , this edge is returned. Otherwise, in time O(w(T 1 )), they make a complete scan. If C e is sparse, the scan is attributed to the amortization. The probability of C e not being sparse is the probability of the sampling not being successful for a dense cut, which is (1?1=(8 log 2 n)) 16 log 2 n < 1=n The removal of a factor O(log n) explains our improvements.
3 The sampling lemma
In this section, we will prove Lemma 1. The proof gives an algorithm that uses log s rounds of sampling. To give an intuition for this proof and because of its ease of implementation we rst (Section 3.1) show that just 2 rounds of sampling leads to a substantial reduction in the number of samples. Section 3.2 contains the proof of the lemma.
Proving a simpler lemma
In this section, we will prove the following simpler lemma, which we beleive to of practical relevance.
Lemma 2. Let R be a subset of a set S, and let r; c 2 IR >1 . Set s = jSj. Then there is an algorithm with one of two outcomes:
(i) It returns an element from R after having sampled an expected number of at most 4r(lnlns + 2) random elements from S and having tested them for membership of R.
(ii) Having sampled and tested 8r ln s + 4r ln lns random elements from S, it states that jRj=jSj > 1=r with probability < 1=s.
Proof: We rst give the algorithm and then prove that it ful lls the above lemma. A.7. Return \jRj=jSj > 1=r with probability < 1=s."
We show next a bound on the probability p that the algorithm returns an element from R in A.6 (Claim 2A Above, it was used that x= lnx e for any real x > 0. 2
We are now ready to show that Algorithm B satis es the conditions of Lemma 1.
(i) First we nd the expected number of samples if the algorithm returns an element from R. By Claim 2A, the probability p of the algorithm returns an element from R in Step A.6 is bounded by 1= logs. Thus, the expected number of samples is 4r lnln s + 8r lns= ln s = 4r(lnlns + 2):
(ii) Second we consider the case that the algorithm does not return an element from R, i.e. that the conditions in Steps A.3 and A.6 do not get satis ed.
Suppose jRj=jSj > 1=r. We did not return an element from R in Step A.6, so X = jR 2 j 2 lns, but the expected value of jR 2 j is at least 4 lnln s. Note that p Pr(jR 2 j < (1 ? ) ) with = 1=2:
Using a Cherno bound from 1], Pr(jR 1 j < (1 ? ) ) < e ? 2 =2 = e ?(1=2) 2 8 ln s=2 = 1=s; as desired.
In the next section we proof the general sampling lemma.
Proving the sampling lemma
In this section, we will prove Lemma 1 constructively, presenting a concrete algorithm. First recall the statement of lemma 1:
Let R be a subset of a set S, and let r; c 2 IR >1 . Set s = jSj. Then there is an algorithm with one of two outcomes:
Proof: Let the increasing sequence n 0 ; . . .; n k be de ned such that n 0 = 26 B.6.Return \jRj=jSj > 1=r with probability < exp(?s=rc)."
We show next a bound on the number of sampled edges (Claim 1B) and on the probability that the algorithm return an element from R in round i (Claim 1C). Afterwards we prove that the Algorithm B satis es the conditions of Lemma 1.
Let t be the nal value of i -if we return an element from R in Step B.2.3, then i is not subsequently increased. (ii) Second we consider the case that the algorithm does not return an element from R, i.e. that the conditions in Steps B.2.3 and B.5 are never satis ed. Using Claim 1B, the total sample size is P t i=0 jS i j = O(rn t?1 ) + 8s=c = O(s=c).
Suppose jRj=jSj > 1=r. We did not return an element from R in Step B.5, so X = jR t j is less than x = 8s=(cr i ) < 4s=(cr) by Claim 1Ac. However, the expected value of jR t j is at least 8s=(cr). The probability p is now calculated (1+2=24)). This gives an expected number of 84r samples, which can be further reduced by introducing more preliminary rounds.
